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Abstract—This paper provides a multiple-layer parallel motion estimation (ME) scheme implemented on GPU for High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). The scheme is hierarchically structured, including four layers: coding tree unit (CTU), prediction unit (PU), motion vector (MV) selection and instruction optimization. In PU-layer, costs of various PU sizes were obtained through a SAD (sum of absolute differences) look-up table instead of progressive cost merging. And during MV selection, GPU’s comparison instruction was used to avoid branches. At the same time, concurrent CTUs processing and SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) optimization also improve the performance significantly. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme can take full advantage of GPU and achieves over 90 times speedup compared with the HM10.0 using fast ME.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The state-of-the-art HEVC shows superior compression efficiency compared to the preceding coding standards e.g. H.264/AVC [1], but the encoder complexity also increases significantly and makes it too complicated for real time applications. Researchers have been trying to optimize the reference test model HM by applying SIMD instructions [2] or conducting low complexity rate distortion optimization [3], but achieves limited time saving. In the encoder side, ME usually takes up more than half of the encoding time [3], and an efficient way to decrease the time consumption of ME is to utilize graphic processing unit (GPU).

GPU was firstly designed for graphics rendering and then becomes powerful in computations due to its structure with a high degree of parallelism. Nowadays most GPU supports general computations rather than only provides graphics processing APIs. CUDA gives the developers a transition-easy way to code for NVIDIA’s new GPUs [4]. At the same time, Open Computing Language (OpenCL) has been extensively used for accomplishing general computation tasks.

The feasibility of parallelization in ME inspired many researches in implementation on GPU. An early implementation of full search ME algorithm on CUDA was proposed by Chen which achieved about 10 times speedup [5]. Later many optimized implementations were published [6][7]. In [7], ME was optimized by Lee with concurrent parallel reduction and 90 times speedup was achieved for H.264/AVC. Wang proposed a full search ME approach on GPU with fast mode decision for HEVC [8], but significant loss was observed.

In this paper, a CPU and GPU cooperative encoder framework is provided. In the encoder, ME is implemented on GPU and a novel way for fast PU cost generation instead of previous progressive cost merging for various PU sizes [8][9][10] is applied to parallelize the motion estimation of all PUs in one CTU. With this scheme, ME of variable prediction units is able to be conducted concurrently, thus a four-layer parallel motion estimation algorithm is realized, as shown in Fig. 1. Experimental results show that the proposed method can achieve over 90 times speedup with ignorable efficiency loss compared to the HM10.0 using fast ME.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the proposed four layer parallelization framework of the ME method. Section III talks about the implementation of ME on GPU, followed by experimental results in section IV. Finally section V summarizes the paper.
II. ENCODER FRAMEWORK

The proposed encoder framework with multiple layer parallel on GPU is presented in Fig. 1. GPU can process large amounts of data efficiently, but lacks the ability to run programs with complex logic like mode decision. So GPU just finish the motion estimation of all possible prediction units in each CTU, while CPU takes the work of mode decision, transformation, quantization, entropy coding and loop filtering.

In this framework, CTUs are divided into groups to reduce the synchronization points. The group size ranges from one to frame width in CTU depending on the encoder configuration. A larger group size means motion vector prediction (MVP) on the left side could not be used because the neighboring PUs are processed at the same time, while a smaller size leads to more synchronization overheads between CPU and GPU and slows down the coding process. After a lot of testings, we set the group size as a tradeoff between the parallelism and the overheads.

The parallelization of ME on GPU can be classified into four layers. The layer is the parallelization of CTU. By disabling motion vector prediction (MVP) from the left-CTU, motion estimation of CTUs in a row can be conducted concurrently. Another important layer is PUs’ concurrency, which was achieved by setting all PUs’ MVP as values in the top CTUs and adopting a novel cost merging scheme. The parallelization of searching multiple MVs is a common scene on GPU’s ME implementation, and brought significant speedup. The bottom layer is SIMD video instruction optimization to further accelerates the ME process. For example, the instruction vabsdiff4 accomplishes the SAD calculation of 4 pairs of bytes and brings in much time saving.

Similar to the ME process on CPU, the proposed scheme consists of integer-pixel motion estimation (IME) and fractional-pixel motion estimation (FME). Since each sub-pixel could be used for tens or hundreds of times during the full search, an early interpolation is conducted before the FME of all CTU groups.

III. PROPOSED ME IMPLEMENTATION ON GPU

The recursive quad-tree structure and asymmetric mode partition (AMP) in HEVC is shown in Fig. 2. It brings in more partition modes in inter prediction, thus merging smaller CUs for larger ones in a hierarchical way as [8] turns programming unfriendly. Such method also increases the dependence between PUs. A novel way of addressing this issue and realizing parallelization in PU-layer is conducted by using a mode indexing table and a SAD look-up table as showed in Fig. 3, where each item in the mode table is constituted by a quaternion of \((L, T, R, B)\), standing for the position and size of one certain PU. With this scheme, an efficient multiple layer parallel motion estimation is achieved on GPU.

A. Parallelization in CTU-layer

In this parallel coding framework, CTUs are processed group by group successively. On the GPU side, a group of CTUs is being processed concurrently. On CPU side, mode decision and other processes of the encoder for a CTU group are conducted after the ME of all PUs is accomplishes.

The number of CTUs being processed each time affects the processing speed and estimation accuracy. On the one hand, usually more CTUs being processed concurrently leads to higher utilization of GPU and less average time delay. And the fastest circumstance is, only one synchronization point appears in the ME with one reference frame. On the other hand, processing fewer CTUs each time brings in higher coding efficiency since motion vector prediction can introduce significantly coding gain, but requires motion information results of former CTUs. When the parallelization in PU-layer is enabled, the neighboring PUs in the same CTU are also processed concurrently, meaning no MVP could be obtained from the current CTU. Thus in the proposed algorithm, only MVPs from neighboring CTUs could be used. As a tradeoff between speed and coding efficiency, the CU group size is set as the CTU width of the frames in the proposed encoder implementation. In this way, only MVPs from the above CTUs were used and simplified process logic on GPU. During the following full motion estimation, the average of two above 16x8 PUs’ best IMVs is adopted as the searching center for all PUs in a CTU. Thus coding efficiency loss of the implementation was below 3%.

B. Parallelization in PU-layer

The quad-tree coding unit structure of HEVC makes it difficult to merge costs from small PUs. However, a novel scheme was introduced in our implementation by using the mode indexing table, as shown in Fig. 3. When the size of PU ranges from 4x4 to 32x32, there are 10 different sizes and 169 different PUs in total (assuming that the asymmetric mode partition). By expanding this table, more possible PU modes in Fig. 2 could be searched concurrently.

![Fig. 2. An example of CTU partition and inter prediction modes](image-url)

![PU Indexing Table](image-url)

![4x4-Block's SAD and SAD Look-up Table](image-url)
As shown in Fig. 3, each item of the mode index table consists of 4 numbers. For instance, the index 17-mode is recorded as (0,4,1,6) where 1 unit stands for 4 pixels in width or height. So the index 17 means a PU from (0,16) to (4,24) in a CTU, whose size is 4x8 in pixel, as marked in the right side of Fig. 3. For decreasing the branches and balancing workload of threads in a warp, the arrangement of the indexing table obeys the following rules, (1) PU with smaller size is arranged in lower position, (2) Neighboring PUs are put together.

The PU-layer parallelization was realized by using a SAD look-up table. To get the distortion of each PU in parallel for any MV, firstly the SAD of every $4 \times 4$ block $D_{4 \times 4}$ is calculated with formula (1) and is stored in an $8 \times 8$ table i.e. the right side of Fig. 3. Then all SADs of the $4 \times 4$ blocks are summed up from the left-top point $(0,0)$ to the current point $(M,N)$ as (2), thus an SAD look-up table consisting of values in the circles is generated. Lastly, distortion of each PU $D_{PU}$ in position $(L,T,R,B)$ could be obtained in constant time with formula (3) with its position.

$$D_{4 \times 4}(i,j) = \sum_{k=kl}^{i+l} \sum_{j=kj}^{j+l} |ref_{k,l} - org_{k,l}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

$$S(M,N) = \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} D_{4 \times 4}(i,j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

$$D_{PU}(L,T,R,B) = S(R,B) + S(L,T) - S(R,T) - S(L,B)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

C. Parallelization in MV-layer

During motion estimation, the distortion of different MVs can be calculated concurrently on GPU. But reducing the number of MVs is a bottleneck of GPU based encoder implementation since GPUs are not good at processing branching instructions which were definitely needed in traditional ME. In the proposed implementation, the MV reduction is realized by combining the MV component with its cost. As shown in Fig. 4, when the costs of different MVs for one PU were gained, we arrange the distortion in the higher position of one 32-bit word and the MV component in the lower. Then, through min operation of GPU, MVs with less cost would be reserved through a series of comparisons.

Depending on the characteristics of IME and FME, the MV-level parallel processing is done as follows:

1) Integer-pixel Motion Estimation (IME): The IME of each CTU is conducted in a dependent thread block of CUDA. Firstly at most 64 group of threads are allocated to compute the SADs simultaneously for 64 MVs concurrently. In each thread group, 8 threads are used to calculate the SAD of a specific $4 \times 4$ CU column so 512 threads are active. Later the SAD look-up table for fast cost generation will be achieved by summing up the values in each table. After that, costs, consist of the PU’s SAD and 2 times of MV difference (MVD) as an estimation of rate-distortion cost, of different integer motion vectors (IMVs) are compared to select a best IMV for each mode.

2) Fractional-pixel Motion Estimation (FME): FME is conducted just after the IME of one CTU is completed. In this process, the FME of each PU is conducted independently because different PUs may have unique best IMVs. Similar to FME in HM, the searching process consists of half-pixel MV refinement and quarter-pixel MV refinement. There are 25 points to be searched in each step, among which 9 have already been checked in former steps. So only the left 16 points, labeled from 9 to 24 as illustrated in Fig. 5, need to be checked in each refinement step.

When FME of all PUs in one CTU was finished, the best MVs of all the CTUs are transferred back to system memory for mode decision on CPU.

### Table I. Performance Summary with SR=[-16,16] Compared to HM10.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>WQVGA</th>
<th>WVGA</th>
<th>720p</th>
<th>1080p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encoder Speedup</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Estimation Speedup</td>
<td>40.68</td>
<td>62.14</td>
<td>91.55</td>
<td>152.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Loss (BD-rate)</td>
<td>1.99%</td>
<td>2.42%</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>2.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Experimental Results

The proposed multi-layer parallel motion estimation was implemented on HM10.0, and no further optimization on CPU was conducted. The experiments were conducted on a desktop with Intel Core i5 760, 4G RAM and GTX 480. The GPU has a CUDA capacity version of 2.0, which was not powerful. The operating system is Windows 7 and the installed CUDA toolkit has a version of 5.0.

During the tests, the largest CTU size was set to 32x32 and AMP was turned off due to the limitation of our GPU. and 100 frames are tested for sequences from class B to E, using low delay P configuration. As provided by Table I, the implemented encoder can achieve about 3 times speedup and over 60% encoding time (ET) saving for all sequences. When the searching range (SR) is set to [-32,32], 32 times speedup with ignorable loss can be achieved for 720p sequences, while the searching range (SR) is set to [-8,8], as shown in Fig. 4. More details of our encoder’s performance are attached in Table II.
The performance of the proposed techniques for corresponding layers was checked with 720p sequences and the results were given in Table III where $\Delta T_{ME}$ is the time reduction of ME on GPU. Parallelization in PU layer was always achieved. More acceleration can be gained by non-branching MV reduction and SIMD instruction optimization.

Compared to former implementations like [8] [9] and [10], where progressive cost merging methods were used, higher utilization of GPU and less dependency between PUs can be achieved by using an SAD lookup table. And the proposed fast cost generation method realized parallel processing for all possible PUs. Furthermore, this proposed scheme is programming friendly and can adapt to AMP well by just adding more items into the mode indexing table.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a four-layer parallelized motion estimation on GPU platform is proposed. The PU-layer concurrency is more flexible and adaptive to various PU partitions in HEVC than previous parallel ME methods. With more exact executing paths on GPU, the proposed method makes more use of GPU and achieves higher acceleration. About 100 times speedup can be reached for high definition sequences. As a whole, the proposed scheme can save over 60% of the encoding time with acceptable loss.
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